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Chapter 1

Introduction

M
otivated by the challenging formation control problem for a team of mobile
vehicles in which each vehicle can only measure some of the angles towards

its neighbors in its local coordinate frame, this thesis develops angle rigidity graph
theory in both 2D and 3D. The angle rigidity graph theory is developed for a class of
multi-point frameworks, called “angularity”, consisting of a set of nodes embedded
in a Euclidean space and a set of angle constraints among them. Here angle rigidity
refers to the property specifying that under proper angle constraints, the angularity
can only translate, rotate or scale as a whole when one or more of its nodes are
perturbed locally. Using the developed angle rigidity theory, angle-only formation
control algorithms are designed for the team of mobile vehicles to achieve a desired
angle rigid formation, in which only local angle measurements1 are needed for
each vehicle. Before proceeding to the specific results, I will briefly introduce the
background, problem statement and structure of this thesis.

1.1 Background

In this chapter, the background of multi-agent formation control is introduced,
in order to motivate the need to develop angle rigidity graph theory and the
corresponding angle-only formation control algorithms. The detailed literature
review will be provided at the beginning of each chapter for the corresponding
topics.

1.1.1 Multi-agent formation control

Multi-agent formation control has recently attracted great attention due to its
broad applications in, e.g., search and rescue of unmanned aerial vehicles [35, 48,
78], deep-sea exploration of multiple autonomous underwater vehicles [69, 81],
coordination of mobile robots [19, 74], and Earth observation of satellite formation
flying [12, 53]. In Fig. 1.1, several application examples of multi-agent formations
are provided, in which the agent represents robot, drone, autonomous underwater

1Also referred to as direction measurements or local bearing measurements in some literature.
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vehicle and satellite, respectively. Generally speaking, multi-agent formation control
aims at achieving a prescribed geometric shape for a group of agents [32, 80, 94].
The geometric shape, e.g., triangle, rectangle or polyhedron, can be described by a
set of agent absolute positions, inter-agent relative positions, distances, bearings or
triple-agent angles [3, 60, 86, 95].

(a) Robotic formation for object transportation (b) Drone swarm for forest rescue[2]

(c) AUV formation for deep-sea exploration[1] (d) Satellite formation flying for magnetic
measurement[47]

Figure 1.1: Applications of multi-agent formations

To achieve the desired geometric shape for a group of agents, some researchers
have proposed various formation control approaches towards the different combina-
tions of formation shape descriptions and available sensing information [19, 20, 83,
84], see Table 1.1. It is worth mentioning that most of these approaches require

Approach
Property

Shape description Measurement Coordinate-dependence

Position-based A A Yes
Displacement-based R R, A Yes

Distance-based D D, R No
In the table, A refers to absolution positions, R to relative positions and D to distances.

Table 1.1: The comparison of several formation approaches.

the measurements of absolute positions in a global coordinate frame, inter-agent
distance or relative positions [19, 70]. However, the following two factors limit the
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application of those formation control approaches into engineering practices.
(i) The common knowledge of a global coordinate frame is sometimes un-

available. For example, in Fig. 1.1(a),(b),(c),(d), the GPS receiver, as the main
type of the provider of global positioning information, becomes imprecise or even
unavailable in indoor space, forest, deep sea and deep space.

(ii) As a low-cost, lightweight and low-power sensor for ground, aerial and
aerospace vehicles to achieve various sensing tasks, optical camera/sensor ar-
ray/passive radar can easily produce bearing measurements but comparatively
difficult to generate precise distance information [14, 33, 103, 104].

To tackle these limitations, a new formation control approach, bearing-only
formation control, has been proposed in [101] which only relies on inter-agent
bearing measurements. However, the proposed bearing-only formation control
approach in [101] requires that all the agents have the same orientation of their
coordinate frames, which is a coordinate-dependent property, as shown in Table 1.1.
This is because the bearings used in [101] are vectors whose description always
depends on a common coordinate frame orientation. However, it is technically
hard to guarantee the perfect alignment of all agents’ coordinate frames due to the
existence of measurement noise and undesired measurement bias in sensors [59, 79,
82]. When a small degree of misalignment exists among agents’ coordinate frames,
it can be shown that a distorted formation shape and nonzero translational and
scaling velocity can be generated, which may cause the formation to collide into one
point or grow disproportionately in size. In other words, the formation described
by relative positions or bearing vectors, can be sensitive to the misalignment of
agents’ coordinate frames [65, 105].

As a consequence, it is crucial to develop a new formation control approach
which makes use of cheap and reliable angle measurements, while at the same
time allowing the agents to have their own different orientations of coordinate
frames. Even after the formation shape is described by bearings in SE(2) or SE(3),
which allows the agents to have different orientations of frames, the corresponding
formation control law may still not be robust against orientation bias in agents’
coordinate frames because the description of each desired bearing in SE(2) or SE(3)

still relies on a predetermined coordinate frame. We show that a promising way is
to choose a set of interior angles to describe the desired formation shape, because
an interior angle can be calculated through inter-agent bearings and is independent
of the orientation of agent’s coordinate frame. Thus, we propose to use triple-agent
angles to describe the formation shape. The next natural question to address is how
to properly choose angle constraints to construct the desired formation shape and
develop a theoretical framework to check which geometric shapes can be uniquely
determined by angle constraints. Towards this end, we propose angle rigidity to
determine the uniqueness of the formation shape under angle constraints. It is
worth noting that the formation shape in [52] is described by angles, in which,
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however, the designed formation control algorithm still requires each agent to be
able to sense the real-time relative positions with respect to its neighbors. Table
1.2 summarizes the differences between bearing-based and angle-based formation
control approaches.

Approach
Property

Shape description Measurement Coordinate-dependence

Bearing-based Bearing vectors B [101], R [98] Yes
Angle-based Interior angles A [22], R [52] No

In the table, B refers to bearings, R to relative positions and A to angles.

Table 1.2: The difference between bearing-based and angle-based formation control
approaches.

1.1.2 Rigidity graph theory

Rigidity graph theory has been studied for centuries, dating back to the works
of Euler [76] and Cauchy [4], which is mainly used to describe the stiffness of a
structure. Over the past decades, distance rigidity has been intensively investigated
both as a mathematical topic in graph theory [43, 77] and an engineering prob-
lem in applications including formations of multi-agent systems [7], mechanical
structures [49] and biological materials [67]. Distance rigidity [10] is defined for a
framework based on the definition that when the only allowed smooth motions are
those that preserve the distance between every pair of joints, the framework is said
to be rigid. To determine whether a given framework is distance rigid, two methods
have been reported. The first is to test the rank of the distance rigidity matrix
which is derived from the infinitesimal distance rigid motions [9]. The second is
enabled by Laman’s theorem, which is a combinatorial test and works only for
generic frameworks. More recently, bearing rigidity has been investigated, in which
the shape of a framework is prescribed when inter-point bearing or direction con-
straints are satisfied [37, 101]. Here bearing is defined as a unit vector in a given
global coordinate frame, and bearing rigidity can be defined accordingly [36, 101].
To check whether a framework is bearing rigid, conditions similar to those for
distance rigidity have been discussed [15, 36, 101, 103]. Distance constraints in
determining distance rigidity are in general quadratic in the associated end points’
positions. While a bearing constraint is always linear in the associated end point’s
position, the description of bearings directly depends on the existence of a global
coordinate frame or a coordinate frame in SE(2) or SE(3) [39, 68, 97].

Different from distance and bearing constraints, angle constraint is also one of
the fundamental elements in discrete geometry [37]. It is of interest to describe
a geometric shape using angle constraints, which is the main research subject in
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angle rigidity theory. Note that graphs have been used dominantly in rigidity theory
for multi-point frameworks under distance or bearing constraints since an edge
of a graph can be naturally used to denote the existence of a distance or bearing
constraint between the two points corresponding to the vertices associated with
this edge [73]. However, when describing angles formed by rays connecting points,
to use edges of a graph becomes inefficient because an angle constraint always
involves three points. Thus, instead of using graphs that relate pairs of vertices as
the main tool to define rigidity, we have to define a new combinatorial structure
which is able to relate triples of vertices to develop the theory of angle rigidity. It is
worth mentioning that in [52], by using the cosine of each triple-agent angle as
the constraint, the planar angle rigidity has been defined, in which, however, flip
and flex ambiguity exists. Since a globally rigid framework is of great importance
in rigidity theory, it is crucial to define angle rigidity which may easily distinguish
global rigidity from local rigidity.

Various fundamental results in distance rigidity have been developed by Euler
[38], Cauchy [18], Alexandrov [5], Dehn [34], Henneberg [44], Laman [58],
Connelly [25], Whiteley [93], and other researchers. Three seminal results are
Cauchy’s Arm Lemma [18], Henneberg’s construction [45], and Laman’s combi-
natorial condition [58]. Cauchy’s Arm Lemma together with the related works by
Liebmann [62], Alexandrov [5], Dehn [34] and Connelly [24], leads to the result
that any convex triangulated polytope is distance rigid, see Fig. 1.2(a). Henneberg’s
construction approach can be efficiently used to generate or trim a distance rigid
framework, see Fig. 1.2(b). Without using the embedding information, a generic
and planar framework’s distance rigidity can be checked by Laman’s combinatorial
condition, see Fig. 1.2(c). However, it is still an open question to find how these
construction approaches or conditions work for a multi-point framework with
angle constraints. Therefore, in this thesis, we will investigate these fundamental
problems when the constraints among agents are given using triple-agent angles.
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Figure 1.2: Three seminal results in distance rigidity.
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Also note that the property of rigidity depends on its embedding space of the
configuration. The necessary and sufficient condition of a generic framework’s
rigidity is closely related to the dimension d of the underlying embedding space
[9]. For the necessary and sufficient condition of global rigidity, it has been proved
that Hendrickson’s conjecture is true for d = 1, 2 but false for d > 3 [26, 50].
Different from distance rigidity, bearing rigidity has been established by using
bearing constraints which give direction information instead of range information
[97, 101]. When all bearings are described in the coordinate frames with the same
orientation, it has been shown that local bearing rigidity implies global bearing
rigidity in an arbitrary dimension d [101]. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate
the difference between 2D angle rigidity and 3D angle rigidity. Table 1.3 compares
these three types of rigidity theory.

Property
Rigidity

Distance rigidity Bearing rigidity Angle rigidity

Constraints distances bearings angles
Order of constraints

as polynomials
quadratic linear quadratic or linear

Coordinate-dependence no yes no
Global and local different same different

Dimension invariance no yes no

Table 1.3: The comparison of three types of rigidity theory.

1.2 Problem statement

The aim of this thesis is to address the following problems which have not been
adequately investigated in the existing literature.

(i) Angle rigidity: Under which angle constraints, is a multi-point framework
angle rigid or globally angle rigid? For a given multi-point framework with angle
constraints, how to check whether it is angle rigid?

(ii) Formation stabilization: How to design an angle-only formation control law
such that the desired angle rigid formation can be achieved, in which all agents are
allowed to have different orientation of coordinate frames?

(iii) Formation maneuvering: How to design an angle-only formation maneuver-
ing law such that all the agents can move collectively with the desired translating,
rotating and scaling motions?
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1.3 Outline and main contributions of this thesis

The main results of this thesis are split into two parts, which correspond to 2D and
3D cases respectively. Part I focuses on the problems given in Section 1.2 in 2D.
Chapter 2 first answers the problem (i) in 2D. To describe the angle constraints,
a new multi-point framework is defined, called “angularity”. By defining signed
angles, a sufficient condition for global angle rigidity is proposed in Chapter 2
based on the developed vertex addition operations. Later on, a necessary and
sufficient condition is proposed for infinitesimal angle rigidity to check whether a
given angularity is angle rigid.

Chapter 3 deals with the problem (ii) in 2D in which the agents are modeled
by single-integrators or double-integrators. We show that by controlling each
agent to move along the bisector of its measured interior angle, the desired angle
rigid formation can be achieved without requiring the alignment of the agents’
coordinate frames. In this chapter, the formula to calculate the dynamics of angle
errors is explicitly derived.

The problem (iii) for the agents with single-integrator or double-integrator dy-
namics in 2D has been addressed in Chapter 4. By introducing a pair of mismatches
into each desired angle, the collective motions in terms of translation, rotation and
scaling are achieved by the proposed formation maneuvering law.

In Part II, Chapter 5 answers the problem (i) in 3D, in which the main difference
of angle rigidity theory between 2D and 3D has been emphasized and the notion
of angularity has been extended to 3D. Based on the angle constraints, the angle
rigidity matrix in 3D have been defined. In addition, the merging of two 3D angle
rigid angularities has been investigated and special attention has also been paid to
angle rigidity of convex polyhedra. In Chapter 6, the problem (ii) in 3D has been
investigated, in which another formation controller with a simpler form is proposed.
Both the cases of sequential formations and convex polyhedral formations have
been studied.
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